Run No: 1987
Date: 30-Oct-2016
Venue: White Swan, Stow-cum-Quy
Hares: Cinderella & Egg Beater
Scribe: Lightning
When Double Top asked me to do this run up she was forgetting that,
not only am I the slowest of the pack, I am also quite blind. What is more
I am a well known member of the Cambridge illiterati. So knowing that
you lot have a short attention span, I will make it short and, well just
short.
This was our Halloween run, although to be precise it was All Hallows’
Eve, something to do with the ancient Brits, Celts and all that.
Off we sprinted (ambled), coming across a nice park with horses. Very
pleasant I thought as I slowly but surely lost sight of the pack. The trail
then passed through a hamlet. (For the benefit of the septics amongst
us, that is a small village, not the small cigar which I used to smoke when
I was young and foolish). There was a check point a little further on near
a nice pond with ducks. However the check was not marked as far as I
could see and there were at least three trails to choose from. I
happened to choose the one with the turn back, and so back tracked
along Station Road, On Inn to the pub. Small technical point, the flour
was green, and so is grass, hmmm........
On arriving at the pub, I was pleased to see that it was open, wherein I
found Three Swallows already ensconced within. Spotting Adnams Gost
Ship I thought, that will do nicely. Shortly after this, arrived Gorilla with
lots of chocolate. He informed me that, in his opinion, Adnams do not
make a bad pint and I heartily agree.
Klinger got back early too, thinking that it would be a long trail and that
they would probably be heading off towards Anglesey Abbey. It was by
this time about 12.30 and even the walkers were not yet back.
Down downs:- Now this is really testing my memory so beer with me.
Of course Cinderella and Eggbeater got one for laying a good trail, their
first I believe so well done.
Some bloke with no hash name was a visitor. I think his name was Luke.
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Kermit for hiding in a dyke. Don’t ask.
Googly for crossing a wooden bridge over the river Quy (moan).
Double Top, Doggy Style and w.y.d.t. a down down in bubbly I know not
why.
Beerstop as a farewell to Florida.
I think Antar got Hash Shit.
Big Blouse for fast wanking sorry walking.
Googly Maps for something or other.
Spicy Bear for something about the wonderful president elect. Thought,
can he blow his own..... Trump...et.
Bastard for not be able to put on his ghost outfit properly.
Etc.
There were lots of good outfits that day, good beer and by all accounts a
good trail.

On on
Lightning.

